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TAMAR HUT
CORNWALL

Opening the double doors of Tamar Hut in
the morning brings the visual equivalent of
a caffeine boost: the views of patchwork hills
rolling down to the Tamar Estuary feel even
more expansive after a night in this perfectly
compact 1950s-style shepherd’s hut.
Corrugated iron walls hide a cream clapboard
interior furnished with a double-bed that folds
up to make space for a small table. Plymouth is
just a mile away from this spot at the eastern
edge of Cornwall, but thoughts of the city will
be far-off when night draws in and it’s time to
pick one of the well-used board-game boxes
from the shelf (two-night stay from £214;
qualityunearthed.co.uk).

AMBER’S BELL TENT CAMPING
NORFOLK

Forget doing caterpillar impressions as
you wriggle into a sleeping bag or trying not
to bump your head into a polyester ceiling. Here you’ll be sleeping under
a natural cotton canvas that stretches wider than many ‘normal’
bedrooms, in a raised bed and with a proper mattress. Your bedside table
will be an old apple crate, however, and the enamel mugs and other
crockery bring a similarly vintage feel. There’s a choice of two camping
sites, both within easy reach of the seemingly limitless beaches of the
North Norfolk Coast, and both have an honesty shop should you run out
of supplies for your stove or fire pit just when the sausages are beginning
to brown (bell tents from £95 per night; ambersbelltents.co.uk).

VAN GOFF
POWYS
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Go Wild

KEY
PETS WELCOME
FIRES ALLOWED
TENT
CARAVAN
HUT
TRUCK
TREEHOUSE
SLEEPS

Hire
a bike and
pedal to the
seaside town of
Cromer and back via
the pretty village of
Holt, a journey of
30 miles.

It’s
less than a
mile’s pleasant
amble to 16th-century
Plas Yn Dinas, a fine old
pub perfect for both a
locally brewed pint
and dinner.

From the leafy trellis
trained up one of its
burgundy-coloured walls,
to the wooden decking built
out from its door, you can tell
this caravan’s days of wandering
are over. And its final location
could not be better: in a
secluded spot on the 600-acre
Bodynfoel Hall estate, close to
a small lake in the woods where
a rowing boat is tied up ready
for use. Switch on the fairy lights
in the bedroom, take time to
appreciate the 1970s interiors
over a game of Scrabble,
or light up the lanterns around
the outside deck for dinners on
warmer evenings. You’ll share
the lake with two yurts that are
also on the estate, but otherwise
the setting feels blissfully private
(two-night stay from £180;
canopyandstars.co.uk).
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Learn
how to make a
willow basket or
build a tiny home at the
Centre for Alternative
Technology, or tuck into
a vegetarian, organic
lunch at the café.

ECO RETREATS
POWYS

BOUTIQUE FARM BOTHIES
ABERDEENSHIRE

Set in a wooded valley folded discreetly into
the hills just south of Snowdonia National Park,
Eco Retreats brings a sense of removal from
settled life that’s hard to find in Britain. There
are three tipis dotted around the site, but for
a roomier experience you can also pick from a
pair of yurts. The beds are built of chunky timber
and come with thick sheepskin throws. Flop
down on one and your gaze will be directed
upward to the roof wheel of the yurt, with views
of the sky through its crossed poles – a powerful
symbol for the peoples of the Eurasian steppe
(yurts from £215 for a two-night stay;
ecoretreats.co.uk).

Step
out of your
bothy and hit a few
spots on the Malt Whisky
Trail, a route that trundles
through Aberdeenshire
linking eight Speyside
distilleries and other
whisky sites.
KNEPP SAFARIS
WEST SUSSEX

Take a close-up look at these four canvas lodges on decks built out on stilts,
and you might think they formed part of a luxurious African safari camp. In
fact, their setting lies amid the gentle hills of pint-sized Rutland, though there
is a wildlife-drawing watering hole in the shape of the large, reed-fringed
pond that the tents cluster around. When the sun sets and the surrounding
skyline darkens to an anonymous silhouette, the lamp-lit surrounds invite
fantasies once again of being in an untamed place where wild creatures stir
out of sight (three-night weekend breaks from £615; alittlebitofrough.co.uk).
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A LITTLE BIT OF ROUGH
RUTLAND
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Can’t decide whether you’re in a bell-tent kind of mood or a shepherd’s
hut kind of mood? You can pick from a veritable buffet of glamping options
at Knepp Safaris, placed either in meadows swathed in wildflowers or in
woodland favoured by owls. Guests can get above terra firma this year,
too, with the addition of a treehouse, fashioned round a sturdy oak tree.
All have at their disposal the finest facilities available in the wilderness,
including an outdoor camp kitchen, honesty shop and al-fresco showers.
You’ll be sharing the wider grounds with deer, ponies and pigs – you can
get a bit closer to them on the guided walks and safaris offered throughout
the summer (two nights in the treehouse from £255; kneppsafaris.co.uk).

In the open countryside of northern
Aberdeenshire, the corrugated iron walls of two
huts conceal wonderfully homely and colourful
interiors. Set on a farm that raises sheep,
strawberries and barley for malting whisky,
the pair of cabins might have been torn from the
pages of a kids’ picture-book several decades
ago. The Barley Bothy has that childhood
favourite, box beds, while the Sheep Shed
(pictured) has a bath repurposed from a long,
tin water trough, and steps up to a mezzanine
bedroom with mini model sheep under the
eaves to help you count down to shut-eye. The
numbering tails off at three, but you’re unlikely
to need more than that (from £110 per night;
boutiquefarmbothies.co.uk).

BRITISH GLAMPING
VINTAGE VACATIONS
ISLE OF WIGHT

The glint of polished aluminium is the hallmark of any
Airstream trailer, and it’s rare to be bedazzled on such
a scale as you will surely be on arrival at a certain field
on the Isle of Wight. Forming a horseshoe around it are
more than a dozen of these American icons, all dating from
1946 to 1966. There’s been no gutting of interiors in the
name of modernisation here: the dinette tables are only the
finest Formica, the board games are vintage and even the
plug sockets are US originals – with transatlantic hairdryers
and other suitable appliances provided. If those aren’t
enough to transport you back to the doo-wop era, the
classic CD collection will seal the deal (trailers from £105
for a two-night stay; vintagevacations.co.uk).

JOLLYDAYS
NORTH YORKSHIRE

Guests at Jollydays have a double canopy:
a thick canvas one over their tent, and above
that the boughs of a 200-acre forest. The tents
come in a variety of styles, but offer good space
and neutral design inside with just the odd
fanciful touch, such as chandeliers. Throughout
the changing seasons, the focus here is on the
woods all around, from the furtive visits of deer
and badgers, to the smell of the leaves after
rain. There’s a communal campfire for toasting
marshmallows (plus a clay pizza oven), and
building dens in the forest is positively
encouraged (tents from £320 for a two-night
midweek stay; jollydaysglamping.co.uk).

Spend
the day getting
lost in the dales and
hills of the Yorkshire
Moors – the national
park is a short drive
north of your
camp.

GLAMPING ORCHARD
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
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Take one 1950s caravan spared from the scrap-heap, dot in a few extra
portholes, add a spiral staircase leading up to the roof, cover that with
artificial turf, and you have the Warwick Knight. From the outside the look
is a tad eccentric – this knight is more of a Monty Python sword-swinger –
but within, the design is comfortably domestic, with lots of clever
space-saving tricks. Though the caravan now benefits from an added
stove, keep fingers crossed all the same for sunny days in the Severn Vale
to make the most of this stay, whether you’re having a drink on the rooftop
garden or ensconced in a nearby hammock.
The Warwick Knight shares its orchard
Get
setting with a white-canvas bell tent
(from £190 for a two-night stay;
a birds-eye
glampingorchard.co.uk).
view of your camp

from a hot-air balloon.
Dawn and dusk flights with
Ballooning in the
Cotswolds take off from
Stroud, half-an-hour’s
drive away.

GREENHILL GLAMPING
KENT

A long-abandoned 1890s shepherd’s wagon was restored three years ago,
and today it stands on its red, wrought-iron wheels in the Kent Downs, where
sheep graze the chalk grassland. Insulated with wool, the room is a cosy
space picked out with Farrow & Ball paint, and it now comes with the rather
un-Victorian comfort of a fitted shower cubicle. This bolthole for two stands
by itself on a farm, ideal for outside dinners by the firepit as the sun sinks over
the hills (from £250 for a two-night stay; greenhillglamping.co.uk).
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Kit

You can’t head into the wilds
without the necessary
equipment,even if pitching
at the luxury end of camping
Learn
to surf at
Widemouth Bay
with a two-hour
beginner’s lesson
with Outdoor
Adventure.

OUTDOOR PAN
A sturdy Shropshiremade 10” iron pan,
with removable handle
for easy carrying
(£52.50; nethertonfoundry.co.uk).

FIRE LIGHTER
Make like a pioneer by
making fire with a flint rod
(£13.50; runningdeer.org.uk).

PORTABLE FIREPIT
Camping isn’t camping
if there isn’t a fire to sit
around: carry yours
with you with this
lightweight firepit
and grill (£45;
gooutdoors.
co.uk).

NOMAD
CORNWALL

In a paddock near rugged Widemouth Bay, Nomad sports a footloose name but
manages to have it both ways: two wagons in the style of 19th-century showman’s
vehicles suggest life on the road, but extra space comes thanks to the hidden tunnel
that connects them to a bothy dug into the hill. One wagon just about holds a king-size
bed and the other a freestanding bath, while the kitchen in its Hobbiton-style bothy has
a rough-hewn charm that demands the smell of a simmering stew (three-night weekend
stays from £775; uniquehomestays.com).

BASECAMP KIT
Everything you need to rustle up an
outdoor meal for two with
an accompanying cuppa,
contained in a drawstring
bag (£99; kellykettle.com).

MARSHMALLOW FORK
More of a trident than a
fork, for multiple toasting
(£5; hotsmoked.co.uk).

PHOTOGRAPHS:

WHITTLING KNIFE
Craft yourself a spoon round the
campfire with this specialist knife
(£20; barnthespoon.com).
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CRAFTY CAMPING
DORSET

Begun by a trained cabinet-maker, this
glamping site at Dorset’s western tip runs
courses in working green wood, and
throughout there are reminders of this
neglected craft. Tree sculptures stand next to
steamer trunks in the two yurts, which both
have outside wooden decks and log-built
showers. A short walk away, Finland meets
Mongolia in the form a sauna-yurt. The forest
setting (open all seasons) also holds a tipi,
bell tents, a shepherd’s hut and a modernist
treehouse that serves in effect as the royal
suite for this eclectic refuge (yurts from £278
for a two-night stay; mallinson.co.uk).

The
Jurassic
Coast means
fossil-hunting. Head to
Charmouth, 10 miles
away, to see if you can
unearth a dinosaur
or two.

The former lives of the Beermoth were as a
1950s fire service truck, then a stage at the
Insider Festival of Scottish music held on the
grounds of Inshriach House. It’s still parked at
the estate, but its new guise includes a Victorian
metal bedstead, a Chesterfield armchair and
a hearth made from a salvaged snooker table
slate. If the vagaries of Highlands weather
allow, you can roll up the side of the van for a
better view. Otherwise there’s a woodburning
stove to fire up, and a sauna housed in a former
horsebox that moves around Inshriach’s
gardens – yours to bag if the occupants of
the estate’s yurt, bothy or shepherd’s hut don’t
get there first (two-night stays from £130;
canopyandstars.co.uk).
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THE BEERMOTH
CAIRNGORMS
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